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Time : 3 Hours Marks : 80

Instruction :
1. All Questions are Compulsory.
2. Each Sub-question carry 5 marks.
3. Each Sub-question should be answered between 75 to 100 words. Write every questions

answer on separate page.
4. Question paper of 80 Marks, it will be converted in to your programme structure marks.

1. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Frame questions which are specific to a Personal Accident risk for incorporation in a
Personal Accident Insurance Proposal form. 5

b) List out the perils which are covered under the own damage section of a Motor
comprehensive Insurance Policy. 5

c) Describe the cover provided under Burglary Insurance Policy and explain the clauses
which apply when cash in locked safe is covered. 5

d) Specify the free additional benefits available under a Personal Accident Policy issued
to individuals and also extensions available there under. 5

e) Specify the cover available under I.A.R. policy. Which are the special features
introduced there-in to make the cover attractive? 5

2. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) How does the aspect of ‘MALUS’ operate in rating of policies? Give examples. 5

b) Why is it that facultative type of reinsurance is now uncommon? Give reasons. 5

c) What does the underwriting process involve? 5

d) Which are the different policies under which it may becomes necessary to refund
part of premium at the year end? Explain by numerical examples. 5

e) Explain Burning Cost Method in rating. 5
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3. Solve any four sub-questions.
a) What is the procedure followed generally by insurers in respect of renewal

business? 5
b) Which documents are required for settlement of Motor own damage claims? 5
c) Write a short note on risk analysis, with reference to insurance business. 5
d) Explain the effect of ‘franchise’ and ‘excess’ on claim settlement provide numerical

examples. 5

e) What is the insured expected to do, on occurrence of a loss, towards settlement of
claim under the relevant insurance policy. 5

4. Solve any four sub-questions.
a) Describe the role of actuaries in insurance business. 5
b) What are the main functions of a T.P.A. (Health Services)? 5
c) Indicate the salient features of the Indian general insurance market. 5

d) Which important aspects of insurance business are monitored and controlled under
Insurance Act 1938? 5

e) Who is an Insurance Broker? What are his functions? 5
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